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Abstract
In this paper, we address two fundamental questions in neural architecture design
research: (i) How does an architecture topology impact the gradient flow during
training? (ii) Can certain topological characteristics of deep networks indicate a
priori (i.e., without training) which models, with a different number of param-
eters/FLOPS/layers, achieve a similar accuracy? To this end, we formulate the
problem of deep learning architecture design from a network science perspective
and introduce a new metric called NN-Mass to quantify how effectively information
flows through a given architecture. We demonstrate that our proposed NN-Mass
is more effective than the number of parameters to characterize the gradient flow
properties, and to identify models with similar accuracy, despite having signifi-
cantly different size/compute requirements. Detailed experiments on both synthetic
and real datasets (e.g., MNIST and CIFAR-10/100) provide extensive empirical
evidence for our insights. Finally, we exploit our new metric to design efficient
architectures directly, and achieve up to 3× fewer parameters and FLOPS, while
losing minimal accuracy (96.82% vs. 97%) over large CNNs on CIFAR-10.
1 Introduction
Recent research in neural architecture design has driven several breakthroughs in deep learning.
Specifically, major contributions have been made in the following two directions: (i) Initialization of
model weights [1, 2, 3, 4], and (ii) Topology of the network that shows how different compute units
(e.g., neurons, channels, layers) should be connected to each other [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. While many
attempts have been made to study the impact of initialization on model accuracy [4, 11, 12, 13, 14],
good Deep Neural Network (DNN) topologies have been mainly developed either manually (e.g.,
Resnets, Densenets, etc. [5, 6, 7, 8]) or automatically using Neural Architecture Search (NAS)
techniques [9, 10, 15, 16]. However, the impact of topological properties on model performance
has not been explored systematically. Hence, there is a significant gap in our understanding on how
various topological properties impact the gradient flow and accuracy of DNNs.
In general, the topology (or structure) of networks strongly influences the phenomena taking place
over them [17]. For instance, how closely the users of a social network are connected to each
other directly affects how fast the information propagates through the network [18]. Similarly, a
DNN architecture can be seen as a network of different neurons connected together. Therefore, the
topology of deep networks can influence how effectively the gradients can flow and, hence, how
much information can be learned. Indeed, this can also mean that models with similar topological
properties, but significantly different size/compute requirements can achieve similar accuracy.
Models with highly different compute but similar accuracy have been studied in the field of model
compression [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Moreover, recent NAS has also focused on deploying efficient
hardware-aware models [15, 16]. Motivated by the need for (i) understanding the relationship between
gradient flow and topology, and (ii) efficient models, we address the following fundamental questions:
1. How does the DNN topology influence the gradient flow through the network?
2. Can topological properties of DNNs indicate a priori (i.e., without training) which models
achieve a similar accuracy, despite having vastly different #parameters/FLOPS/layers?
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To answer the above questions, we first model DNNs as complex networks in order to exploit the
network science [17] – the study of networks – and quantify their topological properties. To this
end, we propose a new metric called NN-Mass that explains the relationship between the topological
structure of DNNs and Layerwise Dynamical Isometry (LDI), a property that indicates the faithful
gradient propagation through the network [11, 4]. Specifically, models with similar NN-Mass should
have similar LDI, and thus a similar gradient flow that results in comparable accuracy. With these
theoretical insights, we conduct a thorough Neural Architecture Space Exploration (NASE) and show
that models with the same width and NN-Mass indeed achieve similar accuracy irrespective of their
depth, number of parameters, and FLOPS. Finally, after extensive experiments linking topology and
gradient flow, we show how the closed-form expression for NN-Mass can be used to directly design
efficient deep networks without searching or training individual models during the search. Overall,
we propose a new theoretically-grounded perspective for designing efficient neural architectures that
reveals how topology influences the gradient propagation in deep networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work and some
preliminaries. Then, Section 3 describes our proposed metrics and their theoretical analysis. Section 4
presents detailed experimental results. Section 5 summarizes our work and contributions.
2 Background and Related Work
NAS techniques [9, 10, 15, 16] have indeed resulted in state-of-the-art neural architectures. More
recently, [24, 25] utilized standard network science ideas such as Barabasi-Albert (BA) [26] or
Watts-Strogatz (WS) [27] models for NAS. However, like the rest of the NAS research, [24, 25]
did not address what characteristics of the topology make various models (with different
#parameters/FLOPS/layers) achieve similar accuracy. Unlike our work, NAS methods [9, 15, 16, 10,
24, 25] do not connect the topology with the gradient flow.
On the other hand, the impact of initialization on model convergence and gradients has also been
studied [1, 2, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Moreover, recent model compression literature attempts to connect
pruning at initialization to gradient properties [11]. Again, none of these studies address the impact
of the architecture topology on gradient propagation. Hence, our work is orthogonal to prior art that
explores the impact of initialization on gradients [1, 2, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14] or pruning [11, 28]. Related
work on important network science and gradient propagation concepts is discussed below.
Preliminaries. In our work, we use the following two well-established concepts:
Definition 1 (Average Degree [17]). Average degree (kˆ) of a network determines the average number
of connections a node has, i.e., kˆ is given by number of edges divided by total number of nodes.
Average degree and degree distribution (i.e., distribution of nodes’ degrees) are important topological
characteristics which directly affect how information flows through a network. The dynamics of how
fast a signal can propagate through a network heavily depends on the network topology.
Definition 2 (Layerwise Dynamical Isometry (LDI) [11]). A deep network satisfies LDI if the
singular values of Jacobians at initialization are close to 1 for all layers. Specifically, for a multilayer
feed-forward network, let si (Wi) be the output (weights) of layer i such that si = φ(hi),hi =
Wisi−1 + bi; then, the Jacobian matrix at layer i is defined as: Ji,i−1 = ∂si∂si−1 = DiWi. Here,
Ji,i−1 ∈ Rwi,wi−1 , wi is the number of neurons in layer i. Djki = φ′(hi)δjk. φ′ denotes the
derivative of non-linearity φ and δjk is Kronecker delta [11]. Then, if the singular values σj for all
Ji,i−1 are close to 1, then the network satisfies the LDI.
LDI indicates that the signal propagating through the deep network will neither get attenuated, nor
amplified too much; hence, this ensures faithful propagation of gradients during training [4, 11].
3 Topological Properties of Neural Architectures
We first model DNNs via network science to derive our proposed topological metrics. We then
demonstrate the theoretical relationship between NN-Mass and gradient propagation.
3.1 Modeling DNNs via Network Science
We start with a generic multilayer perceptron (MLP) setup with dc layers containing wc neurons
each. Since our objective is to study the topological properties of neural architectures, we assume
shortcut connections (or long-range links) superimposed on top of a typical MLP setup (see Fig. 1(a)).
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Figure 1: (a) DNN setup: The DNN (depth dc, width wc) has layer-by-layer short-range connections
(gray) with additional long-range links (purple/red). (b) Simulation of Gaussian matrices: Mean
singular values vs. size of a matrix (wc +m/2, wc). Mean singular values increase as m increases
(more simulations are given in Appendix D). (c) Convolutional layers form a similar topological
structure as MLP layers: All input channels contribute to all output channels.
Specifically, all neurons at layer i receive long-range links from a maximum of tc neurons from
previous layers. That is, we randomly select min{wc(i−1), tc} neurons from layers 0, 1, . . . , (i−2),
and concatenate them at layer i− 1 (see Fig. 1(a))1; the concatenated neurons then pass through a
fully-connected layer to generate the output of layer i (si). As a result, the weight matrix Wi (which
is used to generate si) gets additional weights to account for the incoming long-range links. Similar
to recent NAS research [29], our rationale behind selecting random links is that random architectures
are often as competitive as the carefully designed models. Moreover, the random long-range links on
top of fixed short-range links make our architectures a small-world network (Fig. 6, Appendix A) [27],
and allows us to use network science to study their topological properties [17, 30, 31, 32].
Like standard CNNs [5, 6], we can generalize this setup to contain multiple (Nc) cells of width wc
and depth dc. All long-range links are present only within a cell and do not extend between cells.
3.2 Proposed Metrics
Our key objectives are twofold: (i) Quantify what topological characteristics of DNN architectures
affect their accuracy and gradient flow, and (ii) Exploit such properties to directly design efficient
CNNs. To this end, we propose new metrics called NN-Density and NN-Mass, as defined below.
Definition 3 (Cell-Density). Density of a cell quantifies how densely its neurons are connected via
long-range links. Formally, for a cell c, cell-density ρc is given by:
ρc =
Actual #long-range links within cell c
Total possible #long-range links within cell c
=
2
∑dc−1
i=2 min{wc(i− 1), tc}
wc(dc − 1)(dc − 2)
(1)
For complete derivation, please refer to Appendix B. With the above definition for cell-density,
NN-Density (ρavg) is simply defined as the average density across all cells in a DNN.
Definition 4 (Mass of DNNs). NN-Mass quantifies how effectively information can flow through a
given DNN topology. For a given width (wc), models with similar NN-Mass, but different depths (dc)
and #parameters, should exhibit a similar gradient flow and, thus, achieve a similar accuracy.
Note that, density is basically mass/volume. Let volume be the total number of neurons in a cell.
Then, we can derive the NN-Mass (m) by multiplying the cell-density with total neurons in each cell:
m =
Nc∑
c=1
wcdcρc =
Nc∑
c=1
2dc
∑dc−1
i=2 min{wc(i− 1), tc}
(dc − 1)(dc − 2)
(2)
Now we explain the use of the above metrics for neural architecture space exploration.
Neural Architecture Space Exploration (NASE). In NASE, we systematically study the de-
sign space of DNNs using NN-Mass. Note that, NN-Mass is a function of network width, depth,
1Here, wc(i − 1) is the total number of candidate neurons from layers 0, 1, . . . , (i − 2) that can supply
long-range links; if the maximum number of neurons tc that can supply long-range links to the current layer
exceeds total number of possible candidates, then all neurons from layers 0, 1, . . . , (i− 2) are selected. Neurons
are concatenated similar to how channels are concatenated in Densenets [6].
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and long-range links (i.e., the topology of a model). For a fixed number of cells, an architecture
can be completely specified by {depth, width, maximum long-range link candidates} per cell =
{dc, wc, tc}. Hence, to perform NASE, we vary {dc, wc, tc} to create random architectures with dif-
ferent #parameters/FLOPS/layers, and NN-Mass. We then train these architectures and characterize
their accuracy, topology, and gradient propagation in order to understand theoretical relationships
among them.
3.3 Relationships among topology, NN-Mass, gradients, and layerwise dynamical isometry
Without loss of generality, we assume the DNN has only one cell of width wc and depth dc.
Proposition 1 (NN-Mass and average degree of the network (a topological property)). The
average degree of a deep network with NN-Mass m is given by kˆ = wc +m/2.
The proof of the above result is given in Appendix C.
Intuition. Proposition 1 states that the average degree of a deep network is wc +m/2, which, given
the NN-Mass m, is independent of the depth dc. The average degree indicates how well-connected
the network is. Hence, it controls how effectively the information can flow through a given topology.
Therefore, for a given width and NN-Mass, the average amount of information that can flow through
various architectures (with different #parameters/layers) should be similar (due to the same average
degree). Thus, we hypothesize that these topological characteristics might constrain the amount of
information being learned by different models. Next, we show the impact of topology on gradient
propagation.
Proposition 2 (NN-Mass and LDI). Given a small deep network fS (depth dS) and a large deep
network fL (depth dL, dL >> dS), both with same NN-Mass m and width wc, the LDI for both
models is equivalent. Specifically, if ΣiS (Σ
i
L) denotes the singular values of the initial layerwise
Jacobians Ji,i−1 for the small (large) model, then, the mean singular values in both models are
similar; that is, E[ΣiS ] ≈ E[ΣiL].
Proof. To prove the above result, it suffices to show that the initial Jacobians Ji,i−1 have similar
properties for both models (and thus their singular value distributions will be similar). For our setup,
the output of layer i, si = φ(Wixi−1 + bi), where xi−1 = si−1 ∪ y0:i−2 concatenates output of
layer i−1 (si−1) with the neurons y0:i−2 supplying the long-range links (random min{wc(i−1), tc}
neurons selected uniformly from layers 0 to i − 2). Hence, Ji,i−1 = ∂si/∂xi−1 = DiWi.
Compared to a typical MLP scenario (see Definition 2), the sizes of matrices Di and Wi increase to
account for incoming long-range links.
For two models fS and fL, the layerwise Jacobian (Ji,i−1) can have two kinds of properties: (i) The
values inside Jacobian matrix for fS and fL can be different, and/or (ii) The sizes of layerwise
Jacobian matrices for fS and fL can be different. Hence, our objective is to show that when the width
and NN-Mass are similar, irrespective of the depth of the model (and thus irrespective of number of
parameters/FLOPS), both the values and the size of initial layerwise Jacobians will be similar.
Let us start by considering a linear network: in this case, Ji,i−1 = Wi. Since the LDI looks at the
properties of layerwise Jacobians at initialization, and because all models are initialized the same
way (e.g., Gaussians with variance scaling2), the values inside Ji,i−1 for both fS and fL have same
distribution (point (i) above is satisfied). We next show that even the sizes of layerwise Jacobians for
both models are similar if the width and NN-Mass are similar.
How is topology related to the layerwise Jacobians? Since the average degree is same for both models
(see Proposition 1), on average, the number of incoming shortcuts at a typical layer is wc ×m/2. In
other words, since the degree distribution for the random long-range links is Poisson [30] with average
degree k¯R|G ≈ m/2 (see Eq. (7), Appendix C), an average m/2 neurons supply long-range links to
each layer3. Therefore, the Jacobians will theoretically have the same dimensions (wc +m/2, wc)
irrespective of the depth of the neural network (i.e., point (ii) is also satisfied).
So far, the discussion has considered only a linear network. For a non-linear network, the Jacobian is
given as Ji,i−1 = DiWi. As explained in [11], Di depends on pre-activations hi = Wixi−1 + bi.
As established in several deep network mean field theory studies [14, 12, 11, 13], the distribution
2Variance scaling methods also take into account the number of input/output units. Hence, if the width is the
same between models of different depths, the distribution at initialization is still similar.
3Theoretically, a Poisson process assumes a constant rate of arrival of links.
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of pre-activations at layer i (hi) is a Gaussian N (0, qi) due to the central limit theorem. Similar
to [11, 14], if the input h0 is chosen to satisfy a fixed point qi = q∗, the distribution of Di becomes
independent of the depth (N (0, q∗)). Therefore, the distribution of both Di and Wi is similar for
different models irrespective of the depth, even for non-linear networks. Moreover, the sizes of the
matrices will again be similar due to similar average degree in both fS and fL.
Hence, the size and distribution of values in the Jacobian matrix is similar for both the large and
the small model (provided the width and NN-Mass are similar). That is, the distribution and mean
singular values will also be similar: E[ΣiS ] ≈ E[ΣiL]. In other words, LDI is equivalent between
models of different depths if their width and NN-Mass are similar.
We note that the mean singular values increase with NN-Mass. To illustrate this effect, we numerically
simulate several Gaussian-distributed matrices of sizes (wc + m/2, wc) and compute their mean
singular values. Specifically, we vary m for widths wc and see the impact of this size variation on
mean singular values. Fig. 1(b) shows that as NN-Mass varies, the mean singular values linearly
increase with NN-Mass. In our experiments, we show that this linear trend between mean singular
values and NN-Mass holds true for actual non-linear deep networks. A formal proof of this observation
and more simulations are given in Appendix D. Note that, our results should not be interpreted as
bigger models yield larger mean singular values. We explicitly show in the next section that the
relationship between the total number of parameters and mean singular values is significantly worse
than that for NN-Mass. Hence, it is the topological properties that enable LDI in different deep
networks and not the number of parameters.
Remark 1 (NN-Mass formulation is same for CNNs). Fig. 1(c) shows a typical convolutional
layer. Since all channel-wise convolutions are added together, each output channel is some function
of all input channels. This makes the topology of CNNs similar to that of our MLP setup. The key
difference is that the nodes in the network (see Fig. 1(a)) now represent channels and not individual
neurons. Of note, for our CNN setup, we use three cells (similar to [5, 6]). More details on CNN
setup (including a concrete example for NN-Mass calculations) are given in Appendices E and F.
Next, we present detailed experimental evidence to validate our theoretical findings.
4 Experimental Setup and Results
4.1 Experimental Setup
To perform NASE for MLPs and CNNs, we generate random architectures with different NN-Mass
and number of parameters (#Params) by varying {dc, wc, tc}. For random MLPs with different
{dc, tc} and wc = 8 (#cells = 1), we conduct the following experiments on the MNIST dataset:
(i) We explore the impact of varying #Params and NN-Mass on the test accuracy; (ii) We demonstrate
how LDI depends on NN-Mass and #Params; (iii) We further show that models with similar NN-Mass
(and width) result in similar training convergence, despite having different depths and #Params.
After the extensive empirical evidence for our theoretical insights (i.e., the connection between
gradient propagation and topology), we next move on to random CNN architectures with three cells.
We conduct the following experiments on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets: (i) We show that
NN-Mass can further identify CNNs that achieve similar test accuracy, despite having highly different
#Params/FLOPS/layers; (ii) We show that NN-Mass is a significantly more effective indicator of
model performance than parameter counts; (iii) We also show that our findings hold for CIFAR-100,
a much more complex dataset than CIFAR-10. These models are trained for 200 epochs.
Finally, we exploit NN-Mass to directly design efficient CNNs (for CIFAR-10) which achieve
accuracy comparable to significantly larger models. For these experiments, the models are trained
for 600 epochs. Overall, we train hundreds of different MLP and CNN architectures with each MLP
(CNN) repeated five (three) times with different random seeds, to obtain our results. More setup
details (e.g., architecture details, learning rates, etc.) are given in Appendix G (see Tables 2, 3, and 4).
4.2 MLP Results on MNIST and Synthetic Datasets: Topology vs. Gradient Propagation
Test Accuracy. Fig. 2(a) shows test accuracy vs. #Params of DNNs with different depths on the
MNIST dataset. As evident, even though many models have different #Params, they achieve a similar
test accuracy. On the other hand, when the same set of models are plotted against NN-Mass, their
test accuracy curves cluster together tightly, as shown in Fig. 2(b). To further quantify the above
observation, we generate a linear fit between test accuracy vs. log(#Params) and log(NN-Mass) (see
brown markers on Fig. 2(a,b)). For NN-Mass, we achieve a significantly higher goodness-of-fit R2 =
5
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2: MNIST results: (a) Models with different number of parameters (#Params) achieve similar
test accuracy. (b) Test accuracy curves of models with different depths/#Params concentrate when
plotted against NN-Mass (test accuracy std. dev. ∼ 0.05− 0.34%). (c,d) Mean singular values of
Ji,i−1 are much better correlated with NN-Mass (R2 = 0.79) than with #Params (R2 = 0.31).
0.85 than that for #Params (R2 = 0.19). This demonstrates that NN-Mass can identify DNNs that
achieve similar accuracy, even if they have a highly different number of parameters/FLOPS4/layers.
We next investigate the gradient propagation properties to explain the test accuracy results.
Layerwise Dynamical Isometry (LDI). We calculate the mean singular values of initial layerwise
Jacobians, and plot them against #Params (see Fig. 2(c)) and NN-Mass (see Fig. 2(d)). Clearly, NN-
Mass (R2 = 0.79) is far better correlated with the mean singular values than #Params (R2 = 0.31).
Figure 3: Models A and C have the
same NN-Mass and achieve very
similar training convergence, even
though they have highly different
#Params and depth. Model B has
significantly fewer layers than C
but the same #Params, yet achieves
a faster training convergence than
C (B has higher NN-Mass than C).
More importantly, just as Proposition 2 predicts, these results
show that models with similar NN-Mass and width have equiv-
alent LDI properties, irrespective of the total depth (and, thus
#Params) of the network. For example, even though the 32-
layer models have more parameters, they have similar mean
singular values as the 16-layer DNNs. This clearly suggests
that the gradient propagation properties are heavily influenced
by the topological characteristics like NN-Mass, and not just by
DNN depth and #Params. Of note, the linear trend in Fig. 2(d)
is similar to that seen in Fig. 1(b) simulation.
Training Convergence. The above results pose the following
hypotheses: (i) If the gradient flow between DNNs (with sim-
ilar NN-Mass and width) is similar, their training convergence
should be similar, even if they have highly different #Params
and depths; (ii) If two models have same #Params (and width),
but different depths and NN-Mass, then the DNN with higher
NN-Mass should have faster training convergence (since its
mean singular value will be higher – see the trend in Fig. 2(d)).
To demonstrate that both hypotheses above hold true, we pick
three models – A, B, and C – from Fig. 2(a,b) and plot their training loss vs. epochs. Models A
and C have similar NN-Mass, but C has more #Params and depth than A. Model B has far fewer
layers and nearly the same #Params as C, but has a higher NN-Mass. Fig. 3 shows the training
convergence results for all three models. As evident, the training convergence of model A (7.8K
Params, 20-layers) nearly coincides with that of model C (8.8K Params, 32-layers). Moreover,
even though model B (8.7K Params, 20-layers) is shallower than the 32-layer model C, the training
convergence of B is significantly faster than that of C (due to higher NN-Mass and, therefore, better
LDI). Training convergence results for several other models in Fig. 2(a,b) show similar observations
(see Fig. 10 in Appendix H.1). These results clearly validate the theoretical insights in Proposition 2,
and emphasize the importance of topological properties of neural architectures in characterizing the
gradient propagation and model performance. Other similar experiments for synthetic datasets are
given in Appendix H.2.
4.3 CNN Results on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 Datasets
Since we have now established a concrete relationship between gradient propagation and topological
properties, in the rest of the paper, we will show that NN-Mass can be used to identify and design effi-
cient CNNs that achieve similar accuracy as models with significantly higher #Params/FLOPS/layers.
4For our setup, more parameters lead to more FLOPS. FLOPS results are given for CNNs in Appendix H.8.
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Model Performance. Fig. 4(a) shows the test accuracy of various CNNs vs. total #Params. As
evident, models with highly different number of parameters (e.g., see models A-E in box W),
achieve a similar test accuracy. Note that, there is a large gap in the model size: CNNs in box W
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Figure 4: CIFAR-10 Width Multiplier wm = 2:
(a) Models with very different #Params (box W)
achieve similar test accuracies. (b) Models with
similar accuracy often have similar NN-Mass:
Models in W cluster into Z. Results are reported
as the mean of three runs (std. dev. ∼ 0.1%).
range from 5M parameters (model A) to 9M
parameters (models D,E). Again, as shown in
Fig. 4(b), when plotted against NN-Mass, the
test accuracy curves of CNNs with different
depths cluster together (e.g., models A-E in box
W cluster into A’-E’ within bucket Z). Hence,
NN-Mass identifies CNNs with similar accuracy,
despite having highly different #Params/layers.
The same holds true for models within X and Y.
We now explore the impact of varying model
width. In our CNN setup, we control the width
of the models using width multipliers (wm)5 [33,
7]. The above results are forwm = 2. For lower
width CNNs (wm = 1), Fig. 5(a) shows that
models in boxes U and V concentrate into the
buckets W and Z, respectively (see also other
buckets). Note that, the 31-layer models do not fall within the buckets (see blue line in Fig. 5(b)).
We hypothesize that this could be because the capacity of these models is too small to reach high
accuracy. This does not happen for CNNs with higher width. Specifically, Fig. 5(c) shows the results
for wm = 3. As evident, models with 6M-7M parameters achieve comparable test accuracy as
models with up to 16M parameters (e.g., bucket Y in Fig. 5(d) contains models ranging from {31
layers, 6.7M parameters}, all the way to {64 layers, 16.7M parameters}). Again, for all widths, the
goodness-of-fit (R2) for linear fit between test accuracy and log(NN-Mass) achieves high values
(0.74-0.90 as shown in Fig. 15 in Appendix H.4).
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Figure 5: Similar observations hold for low- (wm = 1) and high-width (wm = 3) models: (a,
b) Many models with very different #Params (boxes U and V) cluster into buckets W and Z (see also
other buckets). (c, d) For high-width, we observe a significantly tighter clustering compared to the
low-width case. Results are reported as the mean of three runs (std. dev. ∼ 0.1%).
Comparison between NN-Mass and Parameter Counting. Next, we quantitatively compare NN-
Mass to parameter counts. As shown in Fig. 16 in Appendix H.5, for wm = 2, #Params yield an
R2 = 0.76 which is lower than that for NN-Mass (R2 = 0.84, see Fig. 16(a, b)). However, for higher
widths (wm = 3), the parameter count completely fails to predict model performance (R2 = 0.14 in
Fig. 16(c)). On the other hand, NN-Mass achieves a significantly higher R2 = 0.90 (see Fig. 16(d)).
Since NN-Mass is a good indicator of model performance, we can in fact use it to predict a priori
the test accuracy of completely unknown architectures. The complete details of this experiment and
the results are presented in Appendix H.6. We show that a linear model trained on CNNs of depth
{31, 40, 49, 64} (R2 = 0.84; see Fig. 15(b)) can successfully predict the test accuracy of unknown
CNNs of depth {28, 43, 52, 58} with a high R2 = 0.79 (see Fig. 17 in Appendix H.6).
Results for CIFAR-100 Dataset. We now corroborate our main findings on CIFAR-100 dataset
which is significantly more complex than CIFAR-10. To this end, we train the models in Fig. 4 on
CIFAR-100. Fig. 18 (see Appendix H.7) once again shows that several models with highly different
number of parameters achieve similar accuracy. Moreover, Fig. 18(b) demonstrates that these models
get clustered when plotted against NN-Mass. Further, a high R2 = 0.84 is achieved for a linear fit on
the accuracy vs. log(NN-Mass) plot (see Appendix H.7 and Fig. 18).
5Base #channels in each cell is [16,32,64]. For wm = 2, cells will have [32,64,128] channels per layer.
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Table 1: Exploiting NN-Mass for Model Compression on CIFAR-10 Dataset. All our experiments
are reported as mean ± standard deviation of three runs. DARTS results are reported from [9].
Model Architecture designmethod
#Parameters/
#FLOPS #layers
Specialized
search space? NN-Mass Test Accuracy
DARTS (first order) NAS [9] 3.3M/– – Yes – 97.00± 0.14%
DARTS (second order) NAS [9] 3.3M/– – Yes – 97.24± 0.09%
Train large models
to be compressed
Manual 11.89M/3.63G 64 No 1126 97.02± 0.06%
Manual 8.15M/2.54G 64 No 622 96.99± 0.07%
Proposed Directly via NN-Mass 5.02M/1.59G 40 No 755 97.00± 0.06%
Proposed Directly via NN-Mass 4.69M/1.51G 37 No 813 96.93± 0.10%
Proposed Directly via NN-Mass 3.82M/1.2G 31 No 856 96.82± 0.05%
Results for #FLOPS. So far, we have shown results for the number of parameters. However, the
results for #FLOPS follow a very similar pattern (see Fig. 19 in Appendix H.8). In summary, we
show that NN-Mass can identify models that yield similar test accuracy, despite having very different
#parameters/FLOPS/layers. We next use this observation to directly design efficient architectures.
4.4 Directly Designing Efficient CNNs with NN-Mass
We train our models for 600 epochs on the CIFAR-10 dataset (similar to the setup in DARTS [9]).
Table 1 summarizes the number of parameters, FLOPS, and test accuracy of various CNNs. We
first train two large CNN models of about 8M and 12M parameters with NN-Mass of 622 and 1126,
respectively; both of these models achieve around 97% accuracy. Next, we train three significantly
smaller models: (i) A 5M parameter model with 40 layers and a NN-Mass of 755, (ii) A 4.6M
parameter model with 37 layers and a NN-Mass of 813, and (iii) A 31-layer, 3.82M parameter model
with a NN-Mass of 856. We set the NN-Mass of our smaller models between 750-850 (i.e., within
the 600-1100 range of the manually-designed CNNs). Interestingly, we do not need to train any
intermediate architectures to arrive at the above efficient CNNs. Indeed, classical NAS involves an
initial “search-phase” over a space of operations to find the architectures [10]. In contrast, our efficient
models can be directly designed using the closed form Eq. (2) of NN-Mass (see Appendix H.9 for
more details), which does not involve any intermediate training or even an initial search-phase like
prior NAS methods. As explained earlier, this is possible because NN-Mass can identify models with
similar performance a priori (i.e., without any training)!
As evident from Table 1, our 5M parameter model reaches a test accuracy of 97.00%, while the 4.6M
(3.82M) parameter model obtains 96.93% (96.82%) accuracy on the CIFAR-10 test set. Clearly, all
these accuracies are either comparable to, or slightly lower (∼ 0.2%) than the large CNNs, while
reducing #Params/FLOPS by up to 3× compared to the 11.89M-parameter/3.63G-FLOPS model.
Moreover, DARTS [9], a competitive NAS baseline, achieves a comparable (97%) accuracy with
slightly lower 3.3M parameters. However, the search space of DARTS (like all other NAS techniques)
is very specialized and utilizes many state-of-the-art innovations such as depth-wise separable
convolutions [7], dilated convolutions [34], etc. On the contrary, we use regular convolutions
with only concatenation-type long-range links in our work and present a theoretically-grounded
approach. Indeed, our current objective is not to beat DARTS (or any other NAS technique), but
rather underscore the topological properties that should guide the efficient architecture design process.
5 Conclusion
To answer “How does the topology of neural architectures impact gradient propagation and model
performance?”, we have proposed a new, network science-based metric called NN-Mass which
quantifies how effectively information flows through a given architecture. We have also established
concrete theoretical relationships among NN-Mass, topological structure of networks, and layerwise
dynamical isometry that ensures faithful propagation of gradients through DNNs.
Our experiments have demonstrated that NN-Mass is significantly more effective than the number of
parameters to characterize the gradient flow properties, and to identify models with similar accuracy,
despite having a highly different number of parameters/FLOPS/layers. Finally, we have exploited
our new metric to design efficient architectures directly, and achieve up to 3× fewer parameters and
FLOPS, while sacrificing minimal accuracy over large CNNs.
By quantifying the topological properties of deep networks, our work serves an important step to
understand and to design new neural architectures. Since topology is deeply intertwined with the
gradient propagation, such topological metrics deserve major attention in future research.
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Broader Impact
Neural architecture is a fundamental part of the model design process. For all applications, the very
first task is to decide how wide or deep should the network be. With the rising ubiquity of complex
topologies (e.g., Resnets, Densenets, NASNet [5, 6, 10]), the architecture design decisions today
not only encompass simple depth and width, but also necessitate an understanding of how various
neurons/channels/layers should be connected. Indeed, this understanding has been missing from prior
art. Then, it naturally raises the following question: how can we design efficient architectures if we
do not even understand how their topology impacts gradient flow?
With our work, we bridge this gap by bringing a new theoretically-grounded perspective for designing
neural architecture topologies. Having demonstrated that topology is a big part of the gradient
propagation mechanism in deep networks, it is essential to include these metrics in the model
design process. From a broader perspective, we believe characterizing such properties will enable
more efficient and highly accurate neural architectures for all applications (computer vision, natural
language, speech recognition, learning over biological data, etc.). Moreover, our work brings together
two important fields – deep learning and network science. Specifically, small-world networks have
allowed us to study the relationship between topology and gradient propagation. This encourages
new research at the intersection of deep learning and network science, which can ultimately help
advance our theoretical understanding of deep networks, while building significantly more efficient
models in practice.
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Supplementary Information:
How Does Topology of Neural Architectures Impact Gradient Propagation
and Model Performance?
A DNNs/CNNs with long-range links are Small-World Networks
Note that, the DNNs/CNNs considered in our work have both short-range and long-range links (see
Fig. 1(a)). This kind of topology typically falls into the category of small-world networks which can
be represented as a lattice network G (containing short-range links) superimposed with a random
networkR (to account for long-range links) [32, 31]. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Short-range links Long-range links
= +
Small-World Network Lattice Network (G) Random Network (R)
Each node has 
k short-range 
neighbors
…
…
…… … …
…
…
…
…
…
…… … …
…
…
…
…
…
…… … …
…
…
…
= +
CNN architecture with 
long-range links
Lattice Network (G) containing 
layer-by-layer connections
Random Network (R) 
consisting of long-range links
a. Traditional Network Science:
b. A Convolutional Neural Network: wc incoming links at each node (channel)
Figure 6: (a) Small-World Networks in traditional network science are modeled as a superposition of a
lattice network (G) and a random networkR [27, 31, 32]. (b) A DNN/CNN with both short-range and
long-range links can be similarly modeled as a random network superimposed on a lattice network.
Not all links are shown for simplicity.
B Derivation of Density of a Cell
Note that, the maximum number of neurons contributing long-range links at each layer in cell c is
given by tc. Also, for a layer i, possible candidates for long-range links = all neurons up to layer
(i − 2) are wc(i − 1) (see Fig. 1(a)). Indeed, if tc is sufficiently large, initial few layers may not
have tc neurons that can supply long-range links. For these layers, we use all available neurons for
long-range links. Therefore, for a given layer i, number of long-range links (li) is given by:
li =
{
wc(i− 1)× wc if tc > wc(i− 1)
tc × wc otherwise (3)
where, both cases have been multiplied by wc because once the neurons are randomly selected, they
supply long-range links to all wc neurons at the current layer i (see Fig. 1(a)). Hence, for an entire
cell, total number of neurons contributing long-range links (lc) is as follows:
lc = wc
dc−1∑
i=2
min{wc(i− 1), tc} (4)
On the other hand, the total number of possible long-range links within a cell (L) is simply the sum
of possible candidates at each layer:
L =
dc−1∑
i=2
wc(i− 1)× wc = w2c
dc−1∑
i=2
(i− 1)
= w2c [1 + 2 + . . .+ (dc − 2)]
=
w2c (dc − 1)(dc − 2)
2
(5)
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Using Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), we can rewrite Eq. (1) as:
ρc =
2
∑dc−1
i=2 min{wc(i− 1), tc}
wc(dc − 1)(dc − 2) (6)
C Proof of Proposition 1
Proposition 1 (NN-Mass and average degree of the network (a topological property)). The
average degree of a deep network with NN-Mass m is given by kˆ = wc +m/2.
Proof. As shown in Fig. 6, deep networks with shortcut connections can be represented as small-world
networks consisting of two parts: (i) lattice network containing only the short-range links, and (ii)
random network superimposed on top of the lattice network to account for long-range links. For
sufficiently deep networks, the average degree for the lattice network will be just the width wc of the
network. The average degree of the randomly added long-range links k¯R|G is given by:
k¯R|G =
Number of long-range links added byR
Number of nodes
=
wc
∑dc−1
i=2 min{wc(i− 1), tc}
wcdc
=
m(dc − 1)(dc − 2)
2d2c
(using (2) for one cell)
≈ m
2
(when dc >> 2, e.g., for deep networks)
(7)
Therefore, average degree of the complete model is given by wc +m/2.
D Proof of Proposition 2
Proposition 2 (NN-Mass and LDI). Given a small deep network fS (depth dS) and a large deep
network fL (depth dL, dL >> dS), both with same NN-Mass m and width wc, the LDI for both
models is equivalent. Specifically, if ΣiS (Σ
i
L) denotes the singular values of the initial layerwise
Jacobians Ji,i−1 for the small (large) model, then, the mean singular values in both models are
similar; that is, E[ΣiS ] ≈ E[ΣiL].
Proof. Consider a matrix M ∈ RH×W with H rows and W columns, and all entries independently
initialized with a Gaussian Distribution N (0, q), we calculate its mean singular value. We first
perform Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the given matrix M :
U ∈ RH×H ,Σ ∈ RH×W , V ∈ RW×W = SV D(M)
Σ ∈ RH×W = Diag(σ0, σ1, ..., σK)
Given a row vector ~ui ∈ RH in U , and a row vector ~vi ∈ RW in V , we use the following relations of
SVD in our proof:
σi = ~ui
TM~vi
~ui
T ~ui = 1
~vi
T ~vi = 1
It is hard to directly compute the mean singular value E[σi]. To simplify the problem, consider σ2i :
σ2i = σi × σTi
= (~ui
TM~vi)(~ui
TM~vi)
T
= ~ui
TM~vi~vi
TMT ~ui
= ~ui
TMMT ~ui
(8)
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Substituting B = MMT (where, B ∈ RH×H ), and using mij to represent the ijth entry of the given
matrix M , the entry bij in B is given by:
bij =

H∑
k=1
m2ik, when i = j
H∑
k=1
mikmkj , when i 6= j
Since mij follows an independent and identical Gaussian Distribution N (0, q), the diagonal entries
of B (bii) follow a chi-square distribution with H degrees of freedom:
bii ∼ χ2(H)
For the non-diagonal entries of B, i.e. i 6= j, suppose zk = xy, x = mik, and y = mkj ; then the
probability density function (PDF) of z is as follows:
PDFZ(zk) =
∫ ∞
−∞
PDFX(t)
|t| PDFY (
zk
t
)dt =
∫ ∞
−∞
1
2pi|t|e
− t
4+z2k
2t2 dt (9)
Based on probability density function of zk, the expectation of zk is given by:
E[zk] =
∫ ∞
−∞
PDFZ(zk)zkdzk
As shown in Eq. (9), PDFZ(zk) is an even function, then PDFZ(zk)zk is an odd function; therefore,
E[zk] = 0 and, thus, E[bij ] =
∑H
k=1 E[zk] = 0, when i 6= j.
Hence, we can now get the expectation for each entry in the Matrix B: E[bij ] =
{
H, i = j
0, i 6= j ; that is:
E[B] = Diag(bii) = HI (10)
where, I ∈ RH×H is an identity matrix. Combining Eq. (8) and Eq. (10), we get the following results:
E[σ2i ] = E[~ui
TMMT ~ui]
= E[~uiT ]E[MMT ]E[~ui]
= E[~uiT ]E[B]E[~ui]
= E[~uiT ]HIE[~ui]
= HE[~uiT ~ui]
= H
(11)
Therefore, we have:
E[σ2i ] = H (12)
Eq. 12 states that, for a Gaussian M ∈ RH×W , E[σ2i ] is dependent on number of rows H , and
does not depend on W. To empirically verify this, we simulate several Gaussian matrices of widths
W ∈ {10, 20, ..., 100} and H ∈ (0, 1000). We plot E[σi] vs. H in Fig. 7. As evident, for different
W , the mean singular values are nearly coinciding, thereby showing that mean singular value indeed
depends on H . Also, for small-enough ranges of H , the relationship between E[σi] and H can be
approximated with a linear trend.
To see the above linear trend between the mean singular values (E[σi]) and H , we now simulate a
more realistic scenario that will happen in the case of initial layerwise Jacobian matrices (Ji,i−1).
As explained in the main paper, the layerwise Jacobians will theoretically have (wc + m/2, wc)
dimensions, where wc is the width of DNN and m is the NN-Mass. That is, now M = Ji,i−1,
W = wc, andH = wc+m/2. Hence, in Fig. 8, we plot mean singular values for Gaussian distributed
matrices of size (wc +m/2, wc) vs. NN-Mass (m). As evident, for wc ranging from 8 to 256, mean
singular values increase linearly with NN-Mass. We will explicitly demonstrate in our experiments
that this linear trend holds true for actual non-linear deep networks.
Finally, since the Jacobians have a size of (wc + m/2, wc), Eq. 12 suggests that its mean singular
values should depend on H = wc +m/2. Hence, when two DNNs have same NN-Mass and width,
their mean singular values should be similar, i.e., E[ΣiS ] ≈ E[ΣiL] (irrespective of their depths).
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Figure 7: Mean Singular Value E[σi] only increases with H while varying W . For small-enough
ranges, the E[σi] vs. H relationship can be approximated by a linear trend.
Figure 8: To simulate more realistic Jacobian matrices, we calculate the mean singular value of matrix
M with size [wc +m/2, wc] (wc is given by the Width in the title of each sub-figure). Clearly, E[σi]
varies linearly with corresponding NN-Mass for all wc values. Moreover, as wc increases, the mean
singular values (E[σi]) increase. Both observations show that E[σi] increases with kˆ = wc +m/2
(since the height of the Jacobian matrix H = kˆ depends on both wc and m).
E CNN Details
In contrast to our MLP setup which contains only a single cell of width wc and depth dc, our CNN
setup contains three cells, each containing a fixed number of layers, similar to prior works such as
Densenets [6], Resnets [5], etc. However, topologically, a CNN is very similar to MLP. Since in a
regular convolutional layer, channel-wise convolutions are added to get the final output channel (see
Fig. 1(c)), each input channel contributes to each output channel at all layers. This is true for both
long-range and short-range links; this makes the topological structure of CNNs similar to our MLP
setup shown in Fig. 1(a) in the main paper (the only difference is that now each channel is a node in
the network and not each neuron).
In the case of CNNs, following the standard practice [35], the width (i.e., the number of channels per
layer) is increased by a factor of two at each cell as the feature map height and width are reduced
by half. After the convolutions, the final feature map is average-pooled and passed through a fully-
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Figure 9: An example of CNN to calculate NN-Density and NN-Mass. Not all links are shown in the
main figure for simplicity. The inset shows the contribution from all long-range and short-range links:
The feature maps for randomly selected channels are concatenated at the current layer (similar to
Densenets [6]). At each layer in a given cell, the maximum number of channels that can contribute
long-range links is given by tc.
connected layer to generate logits. The width (i.e., the number of channels at each layer) of CNNs
is controlled using a width multiplier, wm (like in Wide Resnets [33] and Mobilenets [7]). Base
#channels in each cell is [16,32,64]. For wm = 2, cells will have [32,64,128] channels per layer.
F Example: Computing NN-Mass for a CNN
Given a CNN architecture shown in Fig. 9, we now calculate its NN-Mass. This CNN consists
of three cells, each containing dc = 4 convolutional layers. The three cells have a width, (i.e.,
the number of channels per layer) of 2, 3, and 4, respectively. We denote the network width as
wc = [2, 3, 4]. Finally, the maximum number of channels that can supply long-range links is given
by tc = [3, 4, 5]. That is, the first cell can have a maximum of three long-range link candidates per
layer (i.e., previous channels that can supply long-range links), the second cell can have a maximum
of four long-range link candidates per layer, and so on. Moreover, as mentioned before, we randomly
choose min{wc(i− 1), tc} channels for long-range links at each layer. The inset of Fig. 9 shows how
long-range links are created by concatenating the feature maps from previous layers.
Hence, using dc = 4, wc = [2, 3, 4], and tc = [3, 4, 5] for each cell c, we can directly use Eq. (2) to
compute the NN-Mass value. Putting the values in the equations, we obtain m = 28. Consequently,
the set {dc, wc, tc} can be used to specify the architecture of any CNN with concatenation-type
long-range links. Therefore, to perform NASE, we vary {dc, wc, tc} to obtain architectures with
different NN-Mass and NN-Density values.
G Complete Details of the Experimental Setup
G.1 MLP Setup
We now explain more details on our MLP setup for the MNIST dataset. We create random archi-
tectures with different NN-Mass and #Params by varying tc and dc. Moreover, we just use a single
cell for all MLP experiments. We fix wc = 8 and vary dc ∈ {16, 20, 24, 28, 32}. For each depth
dc, we vary tc ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 14}. Specifically, for a given {dc, wc, tc} configuration, we create
random long-range links at layer i by uniformly sampling min{wc(i−1), tc} neurons out of wc(i−1)
activation outputs from previous {0, 1, . . . , i− 2} layers.
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Table 2: CNN architecture details (width multiplier = 2)
Number
of Cells
Max. Long-Range
Link Candidates (tc)
Depth Width Multiplier
3
[10,35,50]
[20,45,75]
[30,50,100]
[40,60,120]
[50,70,145]
31 2
3
[20,40,70]
[30,50,100]
[40,80,125]
[50,105,150]
[60,130,170]
40 2
3
[25,50,90]
[35,80,125]
[50,105,150]
[70,130,170]
[90,150,210]
49 2
3
[30,80,117]
[50,110,150]
[70,140,200]
[90,175,250]
[110,215,300]
64 2
We train these random architectures on the MNIST dataset for 60 epochs with Exponential Linear
Unit (ELU) as the activation function. Further, each {dc, wc, tc} configuration is trained five times
with different random seeds. In other words, during each of the five runs of a specific {dc, wc, tc}
configuration, the shortcuts are initialized randomly so these five models are not the same. This
kind of setup is used to validate that NN-Mass is indeed a topological property of deep networks,
and that the specific connections inside the random architectures do not affect our conclusions. The
results are then averaged over all runs: Mean is plotted in Fig. 2 and standard deviation, which is
typically low, is also given in Fig. 2 caption. Overall, this setup results in many MLPs with different
#Params/FLOPS/layers.
G.2 CNN Setup
Much of the setup for creating long-range links in CNNs is the same as that for MLPs, except we have
three cells instead of just one. As explained in Appendix E, the width of the three cells is given as
wm× [16, 32, 64], where wm is the width multiplier. Note that, since we have three cells of different
widths (wc), tc also has a different value for each cell. The depth per cell dc is the same for all cells;
hence, the total depth is given by 3dc + 4. For instance, for 31-layer model, our dc = 9. For most of
our experiments, we set the total depth of the CNN as {31, 40, 49, 64}. Some of the experiments also
use a total depth of {28, 43, 52, 58}.
Again, we conduct several experiments for different {dc, wc, tc} values which yield many random
CNN architectures. The random long-range link creation process is the same as that in MLPs and, for
CNN experiments, we have repeated all experiments three times with different random seeds. Specific
numbers used for {dc, wc, tc} are given in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Each row in all tables represents a
different {dc, wc, tc} configuration. Of note, all CNNs use ReLU activation function and Batch Norm
layers.
For CNNs, we verify our findings on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 image classification datasets. The
learning rate for all models is initialized to 0.05 and follows a cosine-annealing schedule at each
epoch. The minimum learning rate is 0.0 (see the end of Section H.9 for details on how we fixed
these hyper-parameter values). Similar to the setup in NAS prior works, the cutout is used for data
augmentation. All models are trained in Pytorch on NVIDIA 1080-Ti, Titan Xp, and 2080-Ti GPUs.
This completes the experimental setup.
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Table 3: CNN architecture details (width multiplier = 1)
Number
of Cells
Max. Long-Range
Link Candidates (tc)
Depth Width Multiplier
3
[5,8,12]
[10,30,50]
[30,40,70]
[41,61,91]
[50,90,110]
31 1
3
[5,9,12]
[11,31,51]
[31,41,71]
[41,62,92]
[50,90,109]
40 1
3
[5,10,11]
[11,31,52]
[31,41,73]
[42,62,93]
[50,90,109]
49 1
3
[5,10,12]
[11,32,53]
[31,42,74]
[42,62,94]
[49,90,110]
64 1
Table 4: CNN architecture details (width multiplier = 3)
Number
of Cells
Max. Long-Range
Link Candidates (tc)
Depth Width Multiplier
3
[10,30,50]
[40,60,90]
[70,90,130]
[100,120,170]
[130,150,210]
31 3
3
[11,31,51]
[42,62,92]
[72,93,133]
[103,123,173]
[133,153,212]
40 3
3
[11,31,52]
[43,63,93]
[73,95,135]
[104,124,176]
[134,154,214]
49 3
3
[12,32,52]
[44,64,95]
[76,96,136]
[106,126,178]
[135,156,216]
64 3
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 10: More MNIST training convergence results (a, b are repeated from Fig. 2 but have been
annotated with different models (X, Y, Z, D, E, F)): (a) Models with different #Params achieve similar
test accuracy. (b) Test accuracy curves of models with different depths/#Params concentrate when
plotted against NN-Mass (test accuracy std. dev.∼ 0.05-0.34%). (c,d) Models X and Y have the
same NN-Mass and achieve very similar training convergence, even though they have highly different
#Params and depth. Model Z has significantly fewer layers than Y but the same #Params and yet
achieves faster training convergence than Y (Z has higher NN-Mass than Y). The above conclusions
hold true for models D, E, and F. Note that, the training convergence curves for similar NN-Mass
models are coinciding.
H Additional Results
H.1 More MNIST training convergence results
We pick two groups of three models each – (X, Y, and Z) – and – (D, E, and F) and plot their training
accuracy vs. epochs. Models X and Y have similar NN-Mass but Y has more #Params and depth
than X. Model Z has far fewer layers and nearly the same #Params as X, but has higher NN-Mass.
Fig. 10(c) shows the training convergence results for all three models. As is evident, the training
convergence of model X (8.3K Params, 24-layers) nearly coincides with that of model Y (9.0K
Params, 32-layers). Moreover, even though model Z (8.3K Params, 16-layers) is shallower than
the 32-layer model Y (and has far fewer #Params), training convergence of Z is significantly faster
than that of Y (due to higher NN-Mass and, therefore, better LDI). These results clearly show the
evidence towards theoretical insights in Proposition 2, and emphasize the importance of topological
properties of neural architectures in characterizing gradient propagation and model performance.
Similar observations are found among models D, E, and F.
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Figure 11: Illustration of synthetic datasets Seg4 and Circle4: (a). Seg20 (Seg30) dataset is similar to
Seg4, but divides the [0, 1] range into 20 (30) segments. (b). Circle (or Circle20) dataset is similar to
Circle4, but divides a unit circle into 20 concentric circles.
H.2 Results on synthetic data
In this section, we design a few synthetic experiments for MLP experiments to verify that our
observations in Section 4.2 hold for diverse datasets. Specifically, we design three datasets – Seg20,
Seg30, and Circle20 (or just Circle). Fig. 11(a) illustrates the Seg4 dataset where the range [0. 1] is
broken into 4 segments. Similarly, Seg20 (Seg30) breaks down the linear line into 20 (30) segments.
The classification problem has two classes (each alternate segment is a single class).
Fig. 11(b) shows the circle dataset where a unit circle is broken down into concentric circles (regions
between circles make a class and we have two total classes). The details of these datasets are given in
Table 5. Of note, we have used the ReLU activation function for these experiments (unlike ELU used
for MNIST).
Table 5: Description of our generated Synthetic Datasets
Dataset name Description: Training Set, i ∈ [1, 60000]; Test Set, i ∈ [1, 12000]
Seg20 Feature: [Xi, Xi], Label: Yi, Xi = sample( 120 [b i20c, b i20c + 1]),
Yi = b i20cmod2
Seg30 Feature: [Xi, Xi], Label: Yi, Xi = sample( 130 [b i30c, b i30c + 1]),
Yi = b i30cmod2
Circle (Cir-
cle20)
Feature: [X1i, X2i], Label: Yi, X1i = Li ∗ cos(rand_num), X2i =
Li ∗ sin(rand_num), Li = sample( 120 [b i20c, Yi = b i20cmod2
For the above synthetic experiments, we once again conduct the following experiments: (i) We
explore the impact of varying #Params and NN-Mass on the test accuracy. (ii) We demonstrate how
LDI depends on NN-Mass and #Params.
Test Accuracy As shown in Fig. 12(a, b, c) and Fig. 12(d, e, f), NN-Mass is a much better
metric to characterize the model performance of DNNs than the number of parameters. Again,
we quantitatively analyze the above results by generating a linear fit between test accuracy vs.
log(#Params) and log(NN-Mass). Similar to the MNIST case, our results show that R2 of test
accuracy vs. NN-Mass is much higher than that for #Params.
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(a) Linear: Seg=20 (b) Linear: Seg=30 (c) Circular: Circle20
(d) Linear: Seg=20 (e) Linear: Seg=30 (f) Circular: Circle20
Figure 12: Synthetic results: (a, b, c) Models with different #Params achieve similar test accuracy
across all synthetic datasets. (d, e, f) Test accuracy curves for the same set of models come closer
together when plotted against NN-Mass.
Figure 13: Synthetic results (Circle20 datasets): Mean singular value of Ji,i−1 is much better
correlated with NN-Mass than with #Params.
Layerwise Dynamical Isometry Fig. 13 shows the LDI results for the Circle20 dataset. Again,
higher NN-Mass leads to higher initial singular value. Moreover, NN-Mass is better correlated with
LDI than #Params. Hence, this further emphasizes why networks with similar NN-Mass (instead of
#Params) result in a more similar model performance.
H.3 Impact of Varying NN-Density
As a baseline, we show that NN-Density cannot predict the accuracy of models with different depths.
We train different deep networks with varying NN-Density (see Table 2 models in Appendix G).
Fig. 14 shows that shallower models with higher density can reach accuracy comparable to deeper
models with lower density (which is quite reasonable since the shallower models are more densely
connected compared to deeper networks, thereby promoting more effective information flow in
shallower CNNs despite having significantly fewer parameters). However, NN-Density alone does
not identify models (with different sizes/compute) that achieve similar accuracy: CNNs with different
depths achieve comparable test accuracies at different NN-Density values (e.g., although a 31-layer
model with ρavg = 0.3 performs close to 64-layer model with ρavg = 0.1, a 49-layer model with
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Figure 14: CIFAR-10 Width Multiplier wm = 2: Shallower models with higher density can reach
comparable accuracy to deeper models with lower density. This does not help since models with
different depths achieve comparable accuracies at different densities.
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Figure 15: Impact of varying width: (a) Width multiplier, wm = 1, (b) wm = 2, and (c) wm = 3. As
width increases, the capacity of small (shallower) models increases and, therefore, the accuracy-gap
between models of different depths reduces. Hence, the R2 for linear fit increases as width increases.
ρavg = 0.2 already outperforms the test accuracy of the above 64-layer model; see models P, Q, R in
Fig. 14). Therefore, NN-Density alone is not sufficient.
H.4 R-Squared of CIFAR-10 Accuracy vs. NN-Mass
Fig. 15 shows the impact of increasing model widths on R2 of linear fit between test accuracy and
log(NN-Mass).
H.5 Comparison between NN-Mass and Parameter Counting for CNNs
For MLPs, we have shown that NN-Mass significantly outperforms #Params for predicting model
performance. For CNNs, we quantitatively demonstrate that while parameter counting can be a useful
indicator of test accuracy for models with low width (but still not as good as NN-Mass), as the width
increases, parameter counting completely fails to predict test accuracy. Specifically, in Fig. 16(a), we
fit a linear model between test accuracy and log(#parameters) and found that the R2 for this model
is 0.76 which is slightly lower than that obtained for NN-Mass (R2 = 0.84, see Fig. 16(b)). When
the width multiplier of CNNs increases to three, parameter counting completely fails to fit the test
accuracies of the models (R2 = 0.14). In contrast, NN-Mass significantly outperforms parameter
counting for wm = 3 as it achieves an R2 = 0.90. This demonstrates that NN-Mass is indeed a
significantly stronger indicator of model performance than parameter counting.
H.6 NN-Mass to Predict Test Accuracy of Unknown Architectures
We now demonstrate that NN-Mass can be used to predict the test accuracy of unknown architectures
that have not been trained before. Towards this end, we create a testing set of new architectures by
training 20 previously unknown architectures with wm = 2, and {28, 43, 52, 58} layers. For these
models, we vary the NN-Density between {0.125, 0.175, 0.225, 0.275, 0.325} which is different
from the initial architecture space exploration setting in Fig 15(b) or Table 2 (in the initial setting,
{31, 40, 49, 64}-layer models were trained for NN-Densities: {0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30}). We
next use the linear model trained on the {31, 40, 49, 64}-layer models (see Fig. 15(b)) to predict
the test accuracy of the unknown {28, 43, 52, 58}-layer CNNs. Note that, our testing set consists of
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Figure 16: NN-Mass as an indicator of model performance compared to parameter counting. (a) For
wm = 2, log(#parameters) fits the test accuracy with an R2 = 0.76. (b) For the same wm = 2
case, log(NN-Mass) fits the test accuracy with a higher R2 = 0.84. (c) For higher width (wm = 3),
parameter counting completely fails to fit the test accuracy of various models (R2 = 0.14). (d) In
contrast, NN-Mass still fits the accuracies with a high R2 = 0.9.
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Figure 17: Linear modeled trained in Fig. 15(b) is used to predict the test accuracy of com-
pletely new architectures. The resulting R2 = 0.79 is still high and is comparable to the training
R2 = 0.84. The linear model was trained on the test accuracies and NN-Mass of models with
{31, 40, 49, 64} layers, and densities varying as {0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30}. To create the test-
ing set, we trained completely new models with {28, 43, 52, 58} layers, and densities varying as
{0.125, 0.175, 0.225, 0.275, 0.325}.
models with both different number of layers and different NN-Densities (and, implicitly, different
NN-Mass values) compared to the training set.
Fig. 17 shows that the testing R2 = 0.79 (i.e., the R2 obtained by predicting the accuracy of models
in the testing set) which is close to the training R2 = 0.84 (see Fig. 15(b)). Hence, NN-Mass can be
used to predict test accuracy of models which were never trained before.
H.7 Results for CIFAR-100
Results for CIFAR-100 dataset are shown in Fig. 18. As evident, several models achieve similar
accuracy despite having highly different number of parameters (e.g., see models within box W in
Fig. 18(a)). Again, these models get clustered together when plotted against NN-Mass. Specifically,
models within box W in Fig. 18(a) fall into buckets Y and Z in Fig. 18(b). Hence, models that got
clustered together for CIFAR-10 dataset, also get clustered for CIFAR-100. To quantify the above
results, we fit a linear model between test accuracy and log(NN-Mass) and, again, obtain a high
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Figure 18: Similar results are obtained for CIFAR-100 (wm = 2). (a) Models in box W have highly
different #parameters but achieve similar accuracy. (b) These models get clustered into buckets Y
and Z. (c) The R2 value for fitting a linear regression model is 0.84 which shows that NN-Mass is a
good predictor of test accuracy. Results are reported as the mean of three runs (std. dev. ∼ 0.2%).
R2 = 0.84 (see Fig. 18(c)). Therefore, our observations hold true across multiple image classification
datasets.
H.8 Results for Floating Point Operations (FLOPS)
All results for FLOPS (of CNN architectures in Tables 2, 3, and 4) are shown in Fig. 19. As evident,
models with highly different number of FLOPS often achieve similar test accuracy. As shown earlier,
many of these CNN architectures cluster together when plotted against NN-Mass.
H.9 NN-Mass for directly designing compressed architectures
Our theoretical and empirical evidence shows that NN-Mass is a reliable indicator for models which
achieve a similar accuracy despite having different number of layers and parameters. Therefore, this
observation can be used for directly designing efficient CNNs as follows:
• First, train a reference big CNN (with a large number of parameters and layers) which
achieves very high accuracy on the target dataset. Calculate its NN-Mass (denoted mL).
• Next, create a completely new and significantly smaller model using far fewer parameters
and layers, but with a NN-Mass (mS) comparable to or higher than the large CNN. This
process is very fast as the new model is created without any a priori training. For instance,
to design an efficient CNN of width wc and depth per cell dc and NN-Mass mS ≈ mL, we
only need to find how many long-range links to add in each cell. Since, NN-Mass has a
closed form equation (i.e., Eq. (2)), a simple search over the number of long-range links
can directly determine NN-Mass of various architectures. Then, we select the architecture
with the NN-Mass close to that of the reference CNN. Unlike current manual or NAS-based
methods, our approach does not require training of individual architectures during the search.
• Since NN-Mass of the smaller model is similar to that of the reference CNN, our theoretical
as well as empirical results suggest that the newly generated model will lose only a small
amount of accuracy, while significantly reducing the model size. To validate this, we train
the new, significantly smaller model and compare its test accuracy against that of the original
large CNN.
A note on hyper-parameter (e.g., initial learning rate) optimization. Note that, throughout this
work, we optimized the hyper-parameters such as initial learning rate for the largest models and then
used the same initial learning rate for the smaller models. Hence, if these hyper-parameters were
further optimized for the smaller models, the gap between the accuracy curves in Figures 5, 18, 19,
etc., would reduce further (i.e., the clustering on NN-Mass plots would further improve). Similarly,
the accuracy gap between compressed models and the large CNNs would reduce even more in Table 1
if the hyper-parameters were optimized for the smaller models as well. We did not optimize the
initial learning rates, etc., for the smaller models as it would have resulted in an explosion in terms of
number of experiments. Hence, since our focus is on topological properties of CNN architectures, we
fixed the other hyper-parameters as described above.
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Figure 19: Models with highly different number of FLOPS achieve similar test accuracies. The CNN
architectures are the same as those used in Figures 4, 5, and 18. The pattern for FLOPS is very similar
to that for the number of parameters. Hence, these results show that models with both highly different
number of parameters and FLOPS can achieve similar test accuracy. Again, these models cluster
together when plotted against NN-Mass.
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